
Next Monday could be the best 
Monday ever!
I’m convinced it will be … because it’s a 
bank holiday … and we all love a bank 
holiday don’t we!

Now, there will be a lot of talk about the 
budget this morning, yawn, and it is great 
that we will all be getting a little bit more 
money in our pay packets going forward, 
but it was also great to see a larger chunk 
of the savings going to the health service! 
Yawn. Apart from that, it was a bit of a 
yawn session.  

Ahead of tonight’s US PCE update, last 
night saw US GDP growth revised 
down to 1.3% in Q1, which was below 
the advance estimate at 1.6% following 
on from Q4’s stellar 3.4% print. The 
key drag on the headline number was 
personal spending which grew at a 2.0%, 
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which was below the prior estimate at 
2.5%. Initial claims also emphasised a 
slow economy increasing by 3k to 219k, 
although continuing claims countered 
this to some extent falling -3k to 1,791lk. 
Looking at the 2nd tier releases, pending 
home sales decreased by 7.7% in April, 
which was the index’s biggest fall since 
February 2021, while crude oil holdings 
decreased by 4.1m barrels.

We also had a few Fed speakers with 
Atlanta President, Raphael Bostic, 
announcing, “I don’t see a rate cut in 
July, but I am open to one if data justifies 
it. I expect to reach the inflation goal 
without an unemployment jump.” Chicago 
Colleague, Austan Goolsbee, the added, 

“The issue now is whether the US will face 
a ‘traditional’ trade-off between inflation 
and unemployment,” while New York 
President, John Williams, confirmed, “We 
have time and space to take in data before 
shifting on policy. No one knows for sure 
exactly where neutral rate of interest is.”

We also had ex-Fed Member, Bill Dudley, 
penned an article stating, “The Fed’s short-
term interest-rate target might not be high 
enough to cool the economy. Instead of 

‘higher for longer,’ the central bank’s mantra 
should be ‘higher indefinitely’ until inflation 
drops more convincingly.”

Against the poorer US data, the 
Euro-zone releases provided some 
reason for optimism after economic 
sentiment increased from 95.6 to 96.0 
with improvements in sentiment for 
both industry and services, while the 
unemployment rate fell from 6.5% to 
6.4%, its lowest level since the Euro-zone 
was founded in 1999!

Following on from yesterday’s high 
at 4.61%, the 10-years US yield eased 
back today falling -6bps to 4.55%, and 
while we could blame the move on the 
weaker than expected GDP print, it was 
ultimately a ‘risk-off’ session across the 
board as traders squared positions ahead 
of tonight’s all important PCE inflation 
print. Currency markets tread water, 
with NZD/USD and AUD/USD firming 
from their overnight lows, while USD/
JPY fell back below the 157.00 level to 
156.85. European equity markets posted 
marginal gains, although US markets 
closed lower with Salesforce down 

-20.0% following weaker than expected 
earnings. Commodities were also lower 
with oil prices falling -2.0%.   

This is amazing!
Wellington Phoenix goalkeeper, Alex 
Paulsen, has been linked with a potential 
move to the English Premier league … 
with, allegedly, Bournemouth, Chelsea 
and Liverpool making enquiries for the 
21-year-old! Fingers crossed for you 
Alex!

But not so amazing … hedge fund 
billionaire Bill Ackman will likely back 
Donald Trump at this year’s election. One 
billionaire backing another billionaire … 
should this be a headline? 
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